
Sempé w103s3 Pendant Light

Designer: Inga Sempé

Manufacturer:Wastberg

£1,152

DESCRIPTION

Sempé w103s3 Pendant Light by Inga Sempé for Wastberg.

A Sempé w103 pendant lamp can be a single hanging shade or a combination of shades. They can be attached on a

long rail for l inear combinations or on smaller rai ls, where they can be joined together l ike Meccano to create

polygons. The rail structure is thin enough to avoid the feeling of a heavy, hanging structure, and the l ines are also

softened by the round shapes of the shades.

Two elements of the w103 range table lamp are used in the suspended lamps: the shade is identical and the hook of

the clamp is moved to the top of the shade. This then becomes the assembly piece of al l  the various shade

combinations, making it the ideal dining room pendant l ights.

Sempé w103s3 is a system of dimmable pendant lamps, using warm white LEDs with glare protecting shade and

diffuser. Two or three shades are mounted on a straight rail. The rail structure is thin enough to avoid the feeling of

a heavy, hanging structure, and the l ines are also softened by the rounded forms of the shades.

The shade acts both as glare-protection and as a reflector. The l ight is projected into the shade giving a smooth and

pleasant indirect l ight.

https://www.twentytwentyone.com/collections/designers-inga-sempe
https://www.twentytwentyone.com/collections/manufacturers-wastberg
http://twentytwentyone.com/designer/inga-sempe
http://twentytwentyone.com/manufacturer/wastberg


DIMENSIONS

Shade: 28cm diameter.

118cmw x 28d x 15cmh

MATERIALS

Available in white, black or grey brown aluminium steel.

Supplied with 3m cable and wire. Steel ceil ing attachments with wire gliders included.

Light source (integrated): 8 W LED, 2,700 K, CRI: 97, 600Lm, Lm/W: 75. LED Life-t ime: 50,000 hours.

Phase-cut dimming.
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